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Useful accessories for a
                      optimal room climate

Roof window as sliding, - tilting or lifting window

Ventilation systems On-roof awnings with electric drive and remote control

LED lighting systems, also with radio remote control
and dimming function

Insect protection systems

Heating systems in different power levels

The Premium Sun Room



The                               - The possibility of a sophisticated and flexible room design

                          - The premium sun room
The premium sun garden Chill lounge closes the gap between the all-year unheated sun garden and the classic living 
room-conservatory.

The chill-lounge, with its variable opening possibilities, combines with in its construction, the open character of a covered 
terrace and the charm of a bright clear room with the protection of direct weather influences.

In the roof area, thermally separated Shilling-profiles and suitable fillings such as ISO safety glass or twin-wall sheets are 
used in common strengths.

The sub-structural elements are made of a high-quality, non-insulated profile systems, which are, however, filled with  
insulating glazing or other thermally suitable fillings. The elements can be fixed or moveable with the Neher Multiraum 
parallel sliding system. The increased risk of the formation of condensation as in classical sun gardens is greatly mini-
mized in the Chill Lounge. In the colder months, our Chill Lounge can be temporarily heated, providing a year-round 
specific use.

System-compatible completion options such as shading, self-cleaning roof glazing, sliding insect protection elements or 
innovative LED lighting systems are available upon request. Temporary heating elements, double-sided locking capabili-
ty, as well as additional ventilation elements or fans complement the Chill-Lounge to the perfect place of well-being, such 
as social gathering with friends.

NEHER Multiraum - Sliding system with ISO-glazing.
Frame construction from uninsulated profiles.
Easy pushing through high quality
Stainless steel rails and special plastic rollers.

Schilling roof system with gutter profile and
roof rack made of thermally separated profiles.

Roof rack made of thermally separated profiles.

 Thermally separated grade rack for hipped roof 
with an optimal glass support.Sliding system witt 3-lanes

Wall connection of thermally separated profiles  
(Illustration shows optional insulation core - red).  
with ISO-glazing.

Various closing and opening systems with
Safety lock.

A well - being place between
                          living space and nature


